
Returning to  
work after cancer  
An employee’s guide

IDEAS ON ADJUSTMENTS
When you have been away from work, and have experienced 
a period of treatment that for some can be very intrusive and 
exhausting, you and your employer will need to consider a 
graded approach. A shorter working week or daily hours may 
help you to build your stamina up.

You may still be experiencing poor sleep and become easily 
tired, so a later start may help for a short period of time.  
If you have been off for some time, you may be a bit rusty, 
so suggest a colleague spends some time with you going 
through any changes at work, and you can then identify  
any training you may need.

If you work in an office, you are bound to have a mountain of 
emails. Suggest to your manager that for the first few days, 
you just work your way through them to get up to speed.

Depending on how active you are at home, you will need to 
arrange with your manager how many days or hours to start 
off with when designing your return to work plan. You may 
prefer to do full days and start with two or three first. Some 
people prefer to do shorter days, but work each day of the 
week. This will depend on the type of job you do, your journey 
time, cost of travel and your own energy levels.

It may be worth your manager organising an ergonomic 
assessment, which looks at things like setting your desk up 
to maintain good posture. If you work at a desk, just a few 
adjustments to the way you sit and organise your work tools 
can make all the difference.
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Colleagues
You may find it an easy transition back to work, 
particularly if you have managed to keep in 
contact and meet up with work colleagues during 
your absence.

If not, remember that some of your work 
colleagues may not fully understand what you 
have gone through and why you are doing less. It 
is worth chatting to your manager about a good 
way to let people know what you are doing and 
why. It’s not always easy to do and may be better 
addressed on a one-to-one basis, but it will help. 
Your colleagues may not know what to say, so 
don’t make it hard for them. They will want to be 
supportive if they can.

Getting back to full-time work
This may take a few weeks or a few months 
and will depend on a number of factors – your 
type of cancer or other long-term illness and 
the treatment, whether you are still undergoing 
treatment, your length of time off work, the type 
of job you do, to name a few.

It is important that, even though you are back 
full-time, you keep reviewing your progress 
by chatting to your manager. You may have to 
adjust your hours again, but that’s OK as long as 
you have agreed any changes beforehand.

When you are back full-time, you may still feel 
tired, so be sure to relax, eat properly, exercise 
regularly, and get a good night’s sleep. And 
remember, don’t take the world on too quickly.

Maggie’s cancer centres – Provides free, practical, emotional 
support for people with cancer and their families and friends
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